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The first method for the rapid visual detection of blood cyanide
without the need of laboratory equipment is described.
Cyanide poisoning is well-known from murderous detective stories,
but arises mainly from smoke exposure in fire.1–3 Rapid absorption of
HCN within the blood, its distribution into cells and binding to the
ferric group of cytochrome oxidase inhibit cellular respiration and
may lead to coma or death.4 The pathophysiology of acute cyanide
poisoning occurs within seconds to minutes.5 Instantaneous diagnosis
and treatment of fire-victims at the scene by paramedics are of utmost
importance.3 Even though various time-consuming laboratory
methods for the determination of blood cyanide exist,6–9 strategies for
rapid detection in emergency situations are required.3 The administration of cyanide antidotes to fire-victims is therefore still based on a
presumptive diagnosis. The development of a detection kit for blood
cyanide will help to improve first-aid treatment of fire-victims with
cyanide antidotes.
Herein, we report the first method to detect rapidly blood cyanide
with colorimetric solid-phase extraction (Fig. 1). Only small quantities of blood (V ¼ 0.5 ml) and no laboratory equipment are required.
In the first step, an orange-coloured metal-based chemosensor for
cyanide is added to a blood sample (step A). In the presence of blood

Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the two-step method for the visual
detection of blood cyanide. (A) Addition of a chemosensor to a blood
sample followed by selective solid-phase extraction of the violet-coloured
chemosensor–cyano complex from the sample. (B) Washing the column
with water.
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cyanide, a chemosensor–cyano complex is formed and selectively
extracted on the top of a white solid-support. Red coloured blood –
as opposed to the hydrophobic violet-coloured chemosensor–cyano
complex – does not adsorb on the solid phase and can be easily
removed by washing with water (step B). Semi-qualitative and
quantitative determinations are possible.
In conventional applications, blood cyanide is detected after acidinduced release and separation of HCN from whole blood by
microdiffusion or microdistillation.8,10 One of the few examples that
lacks the microdiffusion stage is a LC-MS/MS detection method with
naphthalene-2,3-dicarboxyaldehyde and taurine, as recently
described by Lacroix et al.11 We also aimed to reverse the order of the
separation and detection steps thereby avoiding the formation of
gaseous HCN under acidic conditions. In this approach, blood
cyanide binds first to a metal-based chemosensor under homogenous
conditions and is afterward separated from the sample by solid-phase
extraction. Corrin-based chemosensors are ideal candidates for the
detection of cyanide in complex, biological samples.12,13 Coordination
of cyanide to aquacyano-corrinoids is fast and thermodynamically
favourable (K ¼ 1.7  106 M 1).14,15
We decided to apply a corrin derivative with seven hydrophobic
methyl ester side chains to cyanide detection in regard of its extraction
from blood with a C18ec column. The structure of the chemosensor 1
and the cyanide binding mechanism to form 1-CN is shown in Fig. S1
in the ESI.† This hydrophobic corrin derivative has not yet been
applied to the detection of blood cyanide.
In a first experiment, we tested the extraction of the chemosensor
(n ¼ 41 nmol) from a blood sample (V ¼ 0.5 ml) with a C18ec
column.16–18 The hydrophobic orange-coloured chemosensor with
maxima at 356, 501 and 529 nm was partly adsorbed (yield: 50  5%,
n ¼ 5) on the upper part of the solid-phase as indicated by diffuse
reflectance (DRUV-vis) spectroscopy (Fig. S2†). The quantification
was performed with UV-vis spectrosocopy after eluting and converting 1 to 1-CN with excess cyanide. Compared to the complete
extraction of the chemosensor from water, the low recovery rate from
blood suggests losses during extraction. Protein’s amino acid side
chains in the plasma presumably bind to the cobalt centre of the
complex. For example, thiolate ligation of corrinoids to the peptide
glutathione in biological systems is well-known.19,20 Concentrations
of glutathione in human whole blood are in the millimolar range and
those in plasma are still in the micromolar range.21
Extraction of the chemosensor from cyanide spiked blood ([CN ] ¼
10–100 mM; V ¼ 0.5 ml) was tested afterward.16 This time, the violet
coloured chemosensor–cyano complex 1-CN (lmax ¼ 583 nm) was
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Fig. 2 Pictures of the experimental set-up for the detection of blood
cyanide with chemosensor 1 according to Fig. 1. Comparison of the
C18ec column upon passing blood without cyanide (left) and with spiked
cyanide ([CN ] ¼ 40 mM; right).

adsorbed on the top of the solid support (Fig. 2 right) indicating
coordination of blood cyanide to 1 under homogenous conditions (pH
9.6). Calibration curves were generated from plotting either the diffuse
reflectance at 583 nm or the b-value of 1-CN versus different concentrations of cyanide (Fig. 3 and S3†). Linear responses between 0 and
50 mM of cyanide were determined. These results are in agreement with
the extraction of cyanide from water (0.38% of sodium citrate) instead
of blood (Fig. 3). The b-values were measured with a handheld spectrophotometer indicating differences of the blue colour in the CIELAB-system. In the DRUV-vis spectra, an increase of the absorption
at 545 and 583 nm at increasing concentrations of cyanide with a
detection limit of 3 mM is observed (Fig. 4). In that case more
chemosensor–cyano complex 1-CN is formed and extracted from the
sample. This behaviour is reasonable since cyanide binds much
stronger to corrinoids than any other ligands.22,23
The new method was compared to a microdistillation procedure
using a cyanide-sensitive electrode.16 A very good correlation between
both methods has been observed for blood samples spiked with
different concentrations of cyanide (Fig. 5).16 Cyanide was also
determined spectrophotometrically after eluting 1-CN from the solid
support, meeting results from DRUV-vis measurements (Fig. S5†).

Fig. 3 B*-values (CIELab-system; n ¼ 3) vs. increasing concentrations
of cyanide ([CN ] ¼ 0–100 mM) in blood (red quadrates, V ¼ 0.5 ml, 1 ¼
42 nmol) and in water (black quadrates, V ¼ 0.5 ml, 0.38% vol. of sodium
citrate, 1 ¼ 42 nmol). Inset: corresponding pictures of the surfaces of the
C18ec material after blood cyanide detection according to Fig. 1. All
measurements were performed 15 min after spiking.16
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Fig. 4 DRUV-vis spectra of 1-CN extracted from a blood sample (V ¼
0.5 ml) spiked with increasing concentrations of cyanide ([CN ] ¼ 10–100
mM) according to Fig. 1 (1 ¼ 42 nmol; all measurements were performed
15 min after spiking).16

Fig. 5 Results of the determination of different concentrations of
cyanide with DRUV-vis spectroscopy using the described SPE-method
versus potentiometric measurements using microdistillation.16

Hydroxocobalamin, a promising cyanide antidote that is
commercially available as Cyanokit, basically does not interfere
with the detection method as shown in another spiking experiment.16,24 Such behaviour is important in monitoring the detoxification process of cyanide poisoning victims with antidotes.
The addition of the reagent to the sample solution before the
extraction step is very important. Attempts in which immobilized 1
had been tested for blood cyanide detection did not give satisfactory
results.13 In these experiments the orange coloured chemosensor had
been adsorbed first on the top of the white coloured C18ec column
and cyanide spiked blood (V ¼ 0.5 ml; [CN ] ¼ 10–100 mM) was
passed through the device afterward. A cyanide transfer to the
immobilized chemosensor is apparently not kinetically favoured in
this experimental set-up.
Many chemosensors have been recently developed for the detection of cyanide,25–28 but only a few work in biological samples.12,29–31
We report the first method to rapidly detect blood cyanide with the
‘‘naked-eye’’ and without laboratory equipment. The method is based
on the selective colorimetric solid-phase extraction of a hydrophobic
violet-coloured chemosensor–cyano complex from a blood sample
with a limit of detection of 3 mM. In contrast to conventional
approaches, microdiffusion of gaseous HCN into a locally seperated
detection zone is no longer required. We expect this method to find
applications in emergency situations and envisage detecting other
analytes following this strategy.
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